PPE ESSENTIALS

Sysco®
At the heart of food and service
**PPE Essentials**

### 3Ply Masks

**Coming Soon (Nationally)**
- **MASK FACE MEDICAL**
  - BFE 98% 3PLY
  - SUPC: 5479538
  - PACK/SIZE: 40/50CT
  - BRAND: GIA
- **MASK FACE PROTECT**
  - BFE 95% 3PLY
  - SUPC: 5480047
  - PACK/SIZE: 40/50CT
  - BRAND: GALLIMORE

**Coming Soon (Regionally)**
- **MASK FACE PROTECT**
  - BFE 95% 3PLY
  - SUPC: 7130077
  - PACK/SIZE: 80/50CT
  - BRAND: SAFETYX
- **MASK FACE BFE 95% 3PLY**
  - SUPC: 5482748
  - PACK/SIZE: 40/50CT
  - BRAND: RAZOR

### Reusable Masks

**MASK FACE CLOTH**
- **RESUABLE LRG S**
  - SUPC: 5476886
  - PACK/SIZE: 5/1EA
  - BRAND: BLKWOOD
- **RESUABLE MEDIUM**
  - SUPC: 5476928
  - PACK/SIZE: 5/1EA
  - BRAND: BLKWOOD

### N95 Masks

**MASK FACE N95 NON NIOSH**
- SUPC: 7130521
  - PACK/SIZE: 1/100CT
  - BRAND: SKY LIN
- **MASK FACE N95 NON NIOSH**
  - SUPC: 7130523
  - PACK/SIZE: 1/800CT
  - BRAND: SKY LIN

### Face Shields

**SHIELD FACE**
- **CLASS 1**
  - SUPC: 5484419
  - PACK/SIZE: 1/25CT
  - BRAND: AMHIL
- **NON MEDICAL**
  - SUPC: 5476852
  - PACK/SIZE: 6/24CT
  - BRAND: CKF

### Infared Thermometer

**THERMOMETER INFRA**
- SUPC: 7130802
  - PACK/SIZE: 1/1EA
  - BRAND: DAYMARK

To learn more about Sysco SnapBack toolkit, Contact your Sysco Representative, or visit [https://sysco.ca/Snapback.html](https://sysco.ca/Snapback.html)
PPE Essentials

Social Distancing Decals

**Coming Soon (Nationally)**

**LABEL ADHESIVE SAFE DIST 6X12 RED**
SUPC: 7132296
PACK/SIZE: 1/6 CT
BRAND: NATIONAL CHKG
BLUE & GREEN available via direct ship only upon request

**LABEL ADHESIVE SAFE DIST 6X12 ARROW WHT**
SUPC: 7132299
PACK/SIZE: 1/6 CT
BRAND: NATIONAL CHKG
BLACK available via direct ship only upon request

**LABEL ADHESIVE SAFE DIST 12” DIA CIRCL RED**
SUPC: 7132342
PACK/SIZE: 1/6 CT
BRAND: NATIONAL CHKG
BLUE & GREEN available via direct ship only upon request

**DECAL FOR FLOOR 16” SOCIAL DIST**
SUPC: 5484310
PACK/SIZE: 1/10 EA
BRAND: DAYMARK

**LABEL ADHESIVE SAFE DIST 6X12 ARROW WHT**
SUPC: 7132299
PACK/SIZE: 1/6 CT
BRAND: NATIONAL CHKG
BLACK available via direct ship only upon request

Secure Labels

**1 x 3” SecureIt™ Tamper Evident Label**
SUPC: 5218282
PACK/SIZE: 250
Labels/Roll, 2 Rolls/Pack
BRAND: SECUREIT

**1 x 7” SecureIt™ Tamper Evident Label**
SUPC: 9910171
PACK/SIZE: 250
Labels/Roll, 2 Rolls/Pack
BRAND: SECUREIT

**1.5 x 6” SecureIt™ Tamper Evident Label**
SUPC: 9904059
PACK/SIZE: 250
Labels/Roll, 2 Rolls/Pack
BRAND: SECUREIT

To learn more about Sysco SnapBack toolkit, Contact your Sysco Representative, or visit https://sysco.ca/Snapback.html
To learn more about Sysco SnapBack toolkit, Contact your Sysco Representative, or visit https://sysco.ca/Snapback.html